Reservoir Fluid Determination from Angle Stacked Seismic Volumes in ‘Jay’ Field, Niger Delta, Nigeria
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ABSTRACT: The study was carried out to investigate the dissimilar seismic amplitude responses observed in sandstone reservoirs with the same fluid saturation. This challenge now informed the analysis of different amplitude responses from the ‘Jay’ Field in order to verify the reservoirs fluids around and away from well location based on the integration of Amplitude Variation with Angle (AVA) and seismic inversions. The well log data provided were used to identify hydrocarbon bearing zones and Poisson Ratio analysis. Anomalies from the AVA analysis were investigated using the elastic impedance inversion of the near and far volumes. Crossplots of Lambda-Mu-Rho inversion were produced to relate reservoir incompressibility and rigidity modulus for lithology and fluid determination. Sand E exhibited amplitude increase with angles at well point and also away from well location (red triangle). The approximate elastic impedances of the inverted seisms are almost similar to the log estimates, an indication of good correlation. Integration of incompressibility (Lambda-Rho) and rigidity (Mu-Rho) modulus analyses reveals the presence of gas saturation in reservoir Sand G because low Lambda-Rho coincides with high Mu-Rho from both log estimates and inverted seisms. In the case of Sand D, high Lambda-Rho coincides with high Mu-Rho because it is oil saturated. This study has helped to differentiate the fluids in Sands D and G despite having similar AVA responses. The methods adopted in this work can be useful in hydrocarbon detection from seismic data in fields with similar geological setting.
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Seismic inversion technique helps in the determination of reservoir properties away from well location (Simm, 2005). For instance, inverted seismic data enhances the identification of subtle properties in conventional seisms (Contreras et al., 2006). Reservoir properties between wells can be determined from inverted seismic results. This was demonstrated by Adekanle and Enikanselu, (2013) where the vertical and lateral extent of rock properties such are porosity, lithology and density were determined. However, seismic data have limited frequency content such that thin layers may not be resolved (Simm and Bacon, 2014).

The integrated approach of Lambda-Mu-Rho inversion and Rock Physics modeling by Ekwe et al., (2012) was used to delineate hydrocarbon charged reservoirs in a Niger Delta field. In gas hydrates region where well information is most often sparse, Amplitude Variation with Angle (AVA) was the method used for free hydrate gas assessment as discussed by Javaherian et al., (2013). This work did not integrate other methods to substantiate the presence of gas in the field since the hydrate gas is situated at shallow depths. The result showed the presence of unique Class IV gas sand in this deep water block. However, in most of these studies, the observed high amplitude responses were not constrained to avoid seismic amplitudes from non-hydrocarbon sources that characterize poorly compacted sandstone reservoirs.

The study area falls within part of Niger Delta oil province where its Tertiary sediments are made up of three lithostratigraphic units distinguished mostly on the basis of sand – shale ratios; these are the Akata,
Agbada and Benin formations. This Formation which is at the base of the delta is of marine origin and is composed of thick shale sequences that form potential source rocks and turbidite sand which are potential reservoirs in deep water settings (Stacher, 1995). The overlying Agbada Formation is the major petroleum-bearing unit which began in the Eocene and continues into the Recent. The Agbada formation is made up of intercalations of sand and shale sequences. The sands are mainly unconsolidated reservoir sands while the shale serves as source and cap rocks. The Agbada Formation is overlain by the third formation, the Benin Formation, a continental Eocene to Recent deposit of alluvial and upper coastal plain sands that are up to 2000 m thick (Avbovbo, 1978). The study area shows that the young Tertiary sandstone sediments of the ‘Jay’ Field are characterized by poor compaction and prone to produce spurious amplitude reflections not diagnostic of hydrocarbon presence. This now has led to mapping bright spot caused by non-hydrocarbon saturation. Therefore, in this study, AVA analyses and model based seismic inversion techniques were integrated to reduce the risk associated with amplitude responses from poorly compacted sandstone reservoirs. This would in turn assist to reveal the type and extent of hydrocarbon presence with good certainty especially in areas far from well log information.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**  
*Data gathering:* The data set were obtained from Chevron through the Department of Petroleum resources (DPR). These include two well logs (Jay 01 and 02) in LAS format and three 3D seismic data in SEGY format. Well Jay 01 consists of Gamma, P-sonic, Bulk density, Neutron porosity, Deep resistivity etc. of up to 14000 feet while well Jay 02 has Gamma, P-sonic, S-sonic, deep resistivity, Neutron porosity, Density etc. The seismic data include a full post-stack time migrated, a near angle stack (04° – 12°) and far angle stack (30° – 42°). Also provided are checkshot data for well Jay 01 in its digital format. Figure 1 is the base map of ‘Jay’ Field showing well locations and seismic coverage.

*Data analysis:* Gamma log was used to identify the different lithologies and reservoir zones of interest. Amplitude variations from reservoir tops were mapped from the near to far stacks and trends of Amplitude Variation with Angles were identified. Poisson ratio contrast across lithological interfaces was used to analyze the different seismic amplitude information from the reservoirs as described by (Ostrander, 1984; Allen and Peddy, 1994).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**  
The results are presented in Figures 2-12 and Table 1. Figs. 2 (a, b) show two groups of sandstone reservoirs based on the deep resistivity (RESD) log response. This log separates brine from hydrocarbon saturated reservoirs. Sands A, B and C are brine fill (Fig. 2a) while Sands D, E, F and G are hydrocarbon bearing zones (Fig. 2b). At the top of the reservoirs, the generated seismic amplitude maps for Sand F indicate increase in amplitude with angles at the far angle stack (Figs. 3a and 3b) thereby supporting the presence of gas as observed from well logs. Sand G amplitude maps as reflected in Figs. 4a and 4b are characterized with relative reduction in amplitude with angles.
Fig 2: Identified reservoir zones based on gamma log signature for (a) shallow (b) deep seated sandstone reservoirs illustrating the types of fluid saturations.

Fig 3: Seismic amplitude map of (a) near angles stack and (b) far angle stack of Sand F.

Fig 4: Seismic amplitude map of (a) near angle stack and (b) far angle stack of Sand G.

Figs. 5(a, b) are the Poisson ratio versus P-impedance log plots of Gas sand F and G respectively. These describe the level of compaction of these reservoirs as well as fluid effect. In Fig. 5a, both impedance and Poisson ratio reduce significantly across the shale/Sand F interface. However, despite reduction in impedance contrast, Poisson ratios remain relatively the same across the interface of shale/Sand G as shown in Fig. 5b. This is why its amplitude decreases with increasing angles as verified by (Allen and Peddy, 1994; Castagna and Swan, 1997). In the plot of elastic impedance logs estimate of near against far angles of Fig. 6, two main zones are identified by the yellow and grey backgrounds. The yellow zone is indicative of sandstone/shaly sandstone, showing a different trend due to the effect of gas saturation. This zone corresponds to Sands E, F and G. Sand D has higher impedance closer to the impedance of shale body which is the second zone with grey background. This crossplot reveals that near angles impedance (acoustic impedance) alone did not sufficiently differentiate Sands F and G from the encasing shale. Fig. 7 is the generated elastic impedance model of the subsurface. It represents an initial guess of the impedance structure. This model shows layers of stratified earth from top of Sand D to Sand G. Sands D, E, F and G are bounded by shale lithologies with lower impedances.
The crossplot of Mu-rho \( (\mu\rho) \) and Lambda-rho \( (\lambda\rho) \) log transforms of the Lambda-Mu-Rho (LMR) analysis is presented in Fig. 9. Sand D which shares close proximity with the brine sands and shale lithologies supports earlier analysis that it is not gas but oil saturated. Sands E, F and G have lower \( \lambda\rho \) when compared to the brine sands. It is an indication that the fluid can be compressed, which is a typical characteristic of a gaseous fluid. Moreover, the modulus of rigidity \( (\mu\rho) \) is high at Sands E, F and G than in the shallow seated brine saturated sandstone reservoirs and shale lithologies. This is an evidence of the presence of more compressed quartz rich sandstone than the brine sand as substantiated by (Nwajide, 2013; Ogagarue and Anine, 2016). Hence, the coincidence of low \( \lambda\rho \) and high \( \mu\rho \) signifies the presence of gaseous fluid. The inverted seismic volume of \( \lambda\rho \) for the far angle stack is presented in Fig. 10 (lmr_LR inversion). This describes the incompressibility distribution of reservoir rocks for fluid determination from seismic data.
of the presence of gas such that low incompressibility will coincide with high rock rigidity. Throughout this crossline range and around the well location (crossline 22238), high rock incompressibility generally coincides with high rock rigidity. A significant departure from Sand D is observed in Sand G (Fig. 12). Low incompressibility coincides with high rigidity in this reservoir rock (black oval). This is an evidence of gas presence. The generated localized empirical relationships between the $\mu \rho$ and $\lambda \rho$ from well logs and inverted seismics are described in Table 1 for all the identified sandstone reservoirs. These equations reveal a linear trend between $\mu \rho$ (Y) and $\lambda \rho$ (X). In this table are columns for the sand reservoirs, the derived empirical relationship between $\mu \rho$ (MR) and $\lambda \rho$ (LR) and the estimated errors. The increase in the $\lambda \rho$ (LR) coefficient from Sand A to Sand G in the well log empirical relations columns also show that the corresponding intercepts becomes less negative. This is an indication of increase in rock rigidity with depths. It signifies that modulus of rigidity (stiffness) increases with depth, an attribute of quartz rich sandstone reservoirs, while the incompressibility of the reservoirs reduces from brine sands to gas sands.

The inverted seismic empirical relations reflect that both intercept and gradient indicate relative increase from Sand A to G. This shows increase in intercept with depth due to the increase in seismic amplitude that becomes more negative. Therefore, the intercept is mainly an interface function resulting from the change in pore fluid from brine to gas at the deeply buried sandstone reservoirs.

Conclusions: This work has helped to understand the implications of the different reflected amplitudes from hydrocarbon reservoirs and identified locations of possible gas accumulation (red triangles) from angle stacked seismic volume of the ‘Jay’ Field. The integration of AVA, Elastic impedance and Lambda-Mu-Rho inversions supports the presence of gas in the identified area away from well location. This also suggests the presence of gas saturation in Sand G despite decrease in amplitude with angles.
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